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Abstract

We demonstrated a new imprint method named nanoimprinting in metal/polymer bi-layer structures (NIMB) for patterning metal
films with varied profiles. Converse with conventional nanoimprint lithography, the patterned mold is directly imprint in metal films
not in polymer based resists. In general, direct imprint in metal films need ultra-high pressure or temperature to form patterns. In this
paper, we improve the direct imprint processes by using a sharp mold and an underlying soft pad layer for the reduction of the imprint
pressure and temperature. The imprint pressure can be reduced to be compatible with the conventional nanoimprint instrument. For the
direct contact the metal film with mold, no surfactant should be coated on the surface of mold. It also indicates no mold-rework-pro-
cesses are necessary for this direct imprint method.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL), a potential candidate
for the next generation lithography technology, has
become more and more popular because of its low-cost,
high-throughput and high-resolution [1]. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), NIL defines patterns by physically deformation
of deformable polymer materials (resist) by adding temper-
ature above their glass transition temperature (Tg). During
the imprint process, the pattern of the mold is duplicated
into the resist by an air-press or oil-press type instrument.
The conventional method for patterning the imprint molds
is electron-beam lithography and dry etching processes.

Pattering varied profiles of metal films with sub-microm-
eter scale is important for the fabrication of optoelectronic
and bio-photonic devices, such as optical gratings, reflec-
tive polarizer, and grating couplers. Many kinds of metal
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films such as gold, silver, and copper are difficult to pattern
by dry-etching processes. Generally, the metal patterns are
defined by lift-off or wet-etching processes that are more
complicated and are not reproducible. Recently, a process
for direct imprint of gold films was reported and shown in
Fig. 1(b). The experiment was carried out at room temper-
ature with ultra-high pressure (several hundreds MPa) by
using an oil-press imprint instrument [2]. This technology
is highly appreciated to fabricate optical elements such as
reflective polarizer on gold films or optoelectronic devices
[3]. But such processes with ultra-high pressure are not
desirable that would damage the underlying substrates or
devices. The air-press type imprint instrument can provide
uniform pressure with large substrate-size [4]. However, it
can not be direct imprint in metal films because of the rel-
ative low-pressure limitation (about 10 MPa).

In this paper, we demonstrated a new imprint method
named nanoimprinting in metal/polymer bi-layer struc-
tures (NIMB) for patterning metal films with varied pro-
files. As shown in Fig. 1(c), we improve the direct imprint
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Fig. 2. SEM images of molds (a) the conventional binary mold with
flattop, (b) the sharp mold, (c) the triangle mold.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of imprint technologies (a) conventional
nanoimprint lithography, (b) direct imprint metal films, (c) nanoimprint in
metal/polymer bi-layer (NIMB).
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processes by using a sharp mold and an underlying soft
pad layer for the reduction of the imprint pressure and
temperature. By suitable baking processes, the imprint
pressure can be reduced to be compatible with the con-
ventional air-press or oil-press type imprint instrument.
The imprint pressure of our NIMB method is only about
1% comparing with the previous directly imprinting metal
method [2]. One of the issues in conventional nanoim-
print lithography is that the resist would be stick on
the mold during the imprinting process. Therefore, suit-
able surfactant should be coated on the surface of mold
to isolate the sticky resist. In this paper, the mold directly
contacts with the metal film; no surfactant should be
coated on the surface of mold. It also indicates that there
is no mold-rework-process requirement for this NIMB
method.

2. Experiment

The diagram of metal film stack and the imprint mold
were shown in Fig. 1(c). We applied the commercial resist
NEB-22 (Sumitomo, Tg = 105 �C) or SU-8 (Microchem,
Tg = 55 �C) as the underlying pad layer on the silicon sub-
strate. Then the thermal evaporator system was used to
deposit gold and Pt–Pd films with thickness 30–50 nm on
the resist coated substrate. The imprint process was carried
out by an air-press type instrument (Nanonex, NX-1000)
or a conventional oil-press type imprint machine. The
imprint pressure and heating temperature of imprint pro-
cesses were about 4–20 MPa and 40–80 �C, respectively.
The silicon mold that be used in our experiments was fab-
ricated by using the electron-beam lithography (Leica,
Weprint-200) followed by the reactive-ion-etching process.
The high-density-plasma reactive-ion-etching (HDP-RIE)
system (Duratek, Mutiplex Cluster) with inductively cou-
pled plasma (ICP) sourced was used to fabricate molds
with varied profiles. The images of patterned metal films
were measured by optical microscope and scanning elec-
tron microscope (Hitachi, S-4000).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. The application of sharp molds

The direct imprint metal films method is undesirable
for the ultra-high imprinting pressure. To overcome this
problem, the sharp mold was used to increase the tip-
pressure then the requirement of imprint pressure can
be reduced. The silicon mold used in our experiments
was fabricated by using electron-beam lithography fol-
lowed by the HDP-RIE process. Fig. 2(a) shows the con-
ventional binary silicon mold with flattop. The bias and
RF power of etching processes are the critical parameters
for mold profile controlling. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the
sharp mold can be fabricated by optimization the etching
processes. The HDP-RIE system with ICP-source has a
chamber surrounded by RF coils and a RF-bias provided
for substrates. The former enables a high-density plasma
with a large ion content and the latter can control the
energy of ion-bombardment through a DC bias arises.
For the fabrication of sharp mold, we use the 400 W
RF-bias power that would increase ion-bombardment



Fig. 5. The depth of surface-profile in metal films can be tuned by using
different imprint pressure (a) 7 MPa, (b) 12 MPa, (c) 14 MPa, (d) 17 MPa.

Fig. 3. SEM images of the cross-section of the gold film stack patterned
by using the NIMB method.

Fig. 6. Cross SEM images of blazed gratings can be fabricated by the
NIMB method.
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on the surface of the mold. As shown in Fig. 2(c), we can
also fabricate the triangle mold by the autocloning effect
of HDP-chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system [5,6].
Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of the cross-section of gold
films stack patterned by using direct imprint method with
sharp molds.

3.2. The influence of imprint temperature

For the general NIL process, the heating temperature is
about 20–30 �C above the glass transition temperature (Tg)
of resists to ensure the resist become flow. In our NIMB
processes, if the imprint temperature (130 �C) over Tg

(105 �C, NEB-22) of the underlying resist layer, the flowing
resist would overflow to the surface of gold films and
caused poor pattern quality as shown in Fig. 4(a). Because
the thickness of gold films is only 40 nm, flowing resist are
effused from gold thin films during compressing process.
This result indicates that the temperature of the directly
imprint process must be maintained below the glass transi-
tion temperature of the underlying soft pad to avoid pat-
tern distortion. Fig. 4(b) shows the good image profile
with 60 �C during direct imprint metal films process. Simi-
larly, we found the optimal imprint temperature is about
45 �C for the SU-8 resist (Tg = 55 �C) as the underlying
layer.

3.3. The influence of the imprinting pressure

Fig. 3 shows the SEM image of the cross-section of gold
films stack patterned by using the NIMB method. The
imprint pressure is only about 1% comparing with the pre-
Fig. 4. Optical microscopic images of gold film stacks with different
imprint temperature (a) 130 �C, (b) 60 �C.
vious method. The surface of the gold films stack was
found with sinusoidal variation. According to this result,
we can obtain the desired curvature of shape by using dif-
ferent imprint pressure and different shape of molds. Fig. 5
shows the depth of surface-profile in gold films can be
tuned by using different imprint pressure. As shown in
Fig. 6, we also found that the blazed gratings can also be
fabricated by using this directed imprint method with the
blazed mold and suitable imprint pressure.

3.4. The influence of the properties of metal films

To demonstrate the effect of different metal films, the
gold films and Pt–Pd alloy films with the same 30 nm thick-
ness were prepared for the NIMB method. The gold films
are higher ductility and lower hardness than Pt–Pd alloy
films. Therefore, the depth of surface-profile in the gold
film is deeper than the Pt–Pd film as show in Fig. 7.
Although the gold film has better imprint depth, the gold
film was also found easily broken with the same imprint-
pressure for the gold film with lower ultimate tensile
strength than the Pt–Pd alloy film [7]. Therefore, the prop-



Fig. 7. SEM images of (a) gold films (b) Pt–Pd alloy films with the same
thickness and pressure in the NIMB method.
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erties of metal films are also the important factors in the
NIMB method.

4. Conclusion

We demonstrate a new imprint method named nanoim-
printing in metal/polymer bi-layer structures (NIMB) for
patterning metal films with varied profiles. In this paper,
we improve the direct imprint processes by using a sharp
mold and an underlying soft pad layer for the reduction
of the imprint pressure and temperature. The imprint
pressure can be reduced to be compatible with the con-
ventional air-press or oil-press type nanoimprint instru-
ment. The HDP-RIE system can be used to fabricate
molds with varied profiles. We can obtain the desired cur-
vature of shape by using different imprint pressure and
different shape of molds. For direct contact the metal
films with mold, no surfactant should be coated on the
surface of mold. It also indicates no mold-rework-pro-
cesses requirement for this direct imprint method. We also
find the properties of metal films are the important factors
in the NIMB method.
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